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The friction experienced by a body, when in motion, is known as
t

A. rolling friction

friction
limiting friction
D. static friction
when one of the links of a kinematic chain is fixed, the chain is known as a
B. dynamic

C.

)

A structure
mechanism
C- inversion
D. Machine
The property of sand due to which the sand grains stick together, is called
B-

3

A. collapsibility
B.

permeability

C. cohesiveness

D. Adhesiveness

4

Moment of inertia of a circular section about an axis perpendicular to the section

is

A. nd3l16

5

B.nd!132
c. nd1l32
D.,;d{164
The temperature at which the new grains are formed in the metal is called
A. lower critical temperature

temperature
C. eutectic temperature
D. recrystallisation temPerature
lf the masses of both the bodies, as shown in the below fi8ure, are reduced to 50
percent, then tension in the string will be
B. upper critlcal

6

Half
Double
c.
D. Data

insufficient
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n the shown figure, if the angle of inclination of the plane is increased, then acceleration

of the system will

A. increase
B- decrease

8

C. remain the same
D. data insufficient
The firing order for an in-line four cylinder l.c. enBine is
A.7-2-3-4
B. 1-34-2
c. L-2-4-3
D. L-3-2-4

9

Moment of inertia of a triangular section of base (b) and height (h) about an axis passing
throu8h its c.G. and parallelto the base, is

A.

bh3/4
B. bh3/8

c. bh3ll2
D. bh3/36
10

The function of an alternator in an automobile is

to

A. supply electric power
B. convert mechanical energy into electrical energy

c. continually recharge the battery
D. partly convert engine power into electric power
11

The value of the wave length for maximum emissive power is given by

A. Kirchhoffs law
B. Stefan's law

Wein's law
D. Planck's law

C.

72

For machining a mild steel workpiece by a high speed steel tool, the average cutting speed
is

A. 5 m/min
B. 10 m/min
C. 15

m/min

D. 30 m/min
13

The negative rake is usually provided on
A. high carbon steel tools
B. high speed steel tools
C. cemented carbide tools
D. all of these
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The Young's modulus of a material is 125 GPa and Poissons ratio is 0.25. The modulus
rigidity of me material is

of

A. 30 GPa
B. 50 GPa
C. 80 GPa
A body is subjected to a direct tensile stress of 300 MPa in one plane accompanied by a
simple shear stress of 200 MPa. The maximum shear stress will be
A. -100 MPa
B. 250 MPa
C. 300 MPa

Two shafts 'A' and 'B' have the same material. The shaft 'A' is solid of diameter 10O mm.
The shaft 'B' is hollow with outer diameter 100 mm and inner diameter 50 mm. The torque

transmitted by shaft'B' is
A.

as

that of shaft 'A'.

tl6

8.7/8

rl4
D. 1sll6

c.

ln the below figure, the point C represents

A. elastic

limit

B. upper yield point
c. lower yield point
D. breaking point

cPM stands for
A. Combined Process Method
B. Critical Path Method

Method
D. Critical Process Method

C. Common Planning

@hlcarriesapointloadwatapointcasshowninthe
below figure. The maximum deflection lies at

A
A. point A
B.
C.

polnt
point

B
C
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Slack represents the difference between the
A. earliest completion time and latest allowable time

time and earliest completion time
C. earliest completion time and normal expected time
D. latest allowable time and normal allowable time
Two closely coiled helical springs with stiffness's k1 and k2 respectively are connected in
series. The stiffness of an equivalent spring is given by
B. latest allowable

27

kr kz

-------

A.

k1 +k2

kt -kz

B.m

\-kz

kr+kz

c.

\kz

D.

kr kz

A bolt of M 24 x 2 means that
A. the pitch of the thread is 24 mm and depth is 2 mm
B. cross-sectional area of the threads is 24 mm2
c. the nominal diameter of bolt is 24 mm and pitch is 2 mm

diameterof bolt is 24 mm and there are 2 threads per cm
A shaft is subjected to a maximum bending stress of 80 N/mm2 and maximum shearing
stress equal to 30 N/mm2 at a particular section. lf the yield point in tension of the
material is 280 N/mm2 and the maximum shear stress theory of failure is used, then the
factor of safety obtained will be:
D. the effective

23

4.2.5
8.2.8
c.3.0
D.3.5
for

24

PERT stands

25

A. Pro8ramme Estimation and Reporting Technique
B. Process Estimation and Review Technique
C. Programme Evaluation and Review Technique
D. Planning Estimation and Resulting Technique
The Poisson's ratio for steel varies from
A. O.23 to O.27
B. 0.25 to 0.33
C. 0.31

to 0.34

D. O.32

to O.42
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ln the below figure,

_

represents glass

t
ll'

a.

A. curve A
B. curve B

I

curve C
D. curve D

C.

27

.......'..-.".-..."._

Strai'r'----------'-'>'

Gantt chart gives information about
A. sched uling and routing
B. sales
C. production schedule

28

D. machine utilisation
When a body is subjected to two equal and opposite pulls, as a result of which the body
tends to extend its length, the stress and strain induced is
A. compressive stress, tensile strain
B. tensile stress, compressive strain
C.

29

tensile stress, tensile strain

D. compressive stress, compressive:lfain
network has three activities on critical path with mean time 3, 8 and 6 anri
A
standard deviations I,2 and 2 respectively. The probabillty that the project will be

fiT

completed in 20 days

30

is

A.0.50
B. 0.66
c. 0.84
D.0.95
A jig is defined as a device which

I

j
I
I

'i

i

A. holds and locates a workpiece and guides and controls one or more cutting tools
operation
B. holds and locates a workpiece during an insp€ction or for a manufacturing

to check the accuracy of workpiece
D. all of the above
Gears can be best produced on mass production by

C. is used

31

A. shaping

II e. castinB
C. torming
I
I D. Hobbing
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A dynamometer is a device used for the measurement

of

A. chip thickness ratio
B. forces during metal

55

cutting

C. wear of the cutting tool
D. deflection of the cutting tool
ln which of the following machine, the work rotates and the tool is stationary?

A. Vertical boring machine
B. Horizontal boring machine
C. Precision boring machine
D. Jig boring machine

34

A one tonne refrigerating machine means that
A. one tonne is the total mass of machine
B. one tonne refrigerant is used

35

c. one tonne of water can be converted into ice
D. one tonne of ice when melts from and at 0" C in 24 hours, the refrigeration effect is
equivalent to 210 U/min
The maximum bending moment of a simply supported beam of span I and carrying a point
load w at the centre of beam, is

A.Wv4
B.Wvz
c.

wl

D.wt?.|4
36

A square beam and a circular beam have the same length, same allowable stress and the
same bending moment. The ratio of weights of the square beam to the circular beam is

A.LI2
B. 1

37

c. 7lL.LZ
D.7/3
The state of stress at a point in a loaded member is shown in the below figure. The
magnitude of maximum shear stress is

o, r 46 MPa
= 30tl Pa

('.= - {f, $tPa
A. 10 MPa
B. 30 MPa
C. 50 MPa

lrt

-

.=-40tlPa

30 MPa

d,

= ,t0 Ll Pa

D. 10O MPa
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The lower layer of the beam as shown in the below figure, will be

A. in tension
B. in compression
C. neither in tension nor in compression

D. can't be determined
39

A long helical spring having a spring stiffness of 12 kN/m and number of turns 20, breaks
into two parts with number of turns 10 each in both the parts. lf the two parts are
connected in series, then the softness of the resultant spring will be
A. 6 kN/m
B. 12 kN/m
C. 24 kN/m

D. 30 kN/m

40

Which of the following is

a

fire tube boiler

?

A. Lansashire boiler
B. Babcock and Wilcox boiler

Yarrow boiler
D. none of these

C.

41-

Two shafts A and B are made of the same material. The diameter of shaft A is twice as that
of shaft B.
of shaft B. The power transmitted by the shaft A will be

_

A. twice
B.

four times

C. eight times

42

D. sixteen times
The ratio of heat actually used in producing the steam to the heat liberated in the furnace,
is known as
A- equivalent evaporation
B. factor of evaporation
C. boiler efficiency

43

D. power of a boiler
overall efficiency of a centrifugal pump is the ratio of
A. energy available at the impeller to the energy supplied to the pump by the prime mover
8. actual workdone by the pump to the energy supplied to the pump by the prime mover

c. energy supplied to the pump to the energy available at the impeller
D. manometric head to the energy supplied by the impeller per kN of water
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The radius of the Mohr 's circle in the siv€n fieure is equal to

A. sum of two principal stresses

two principal stresses
C. half the sum of two principal stresses
D. half the difference of two principal stresses
B. difference of

45

when the circulation of water, in a boiler, is by convection currents which are set up
during the heating of water, then the boiler is known as
A. internally fired boiler

fired boiler
C. natural circulation boiler
D. forced circulation boiler
The tensile test is usually carried on
B. externally

46

materials.

A. ductile

brittle
C. malleable
D. plastic
B.

47

The diagram which shows the correct crank positions corresponding to the opening and
closing of the valves, is known as

A. indicator diagram

48

B. axial force diagram
C. valve timing diagram
D. none of these
The process of removing the burnt gases from the engine cylinder by the fresh charge
coming into the engine cylinder from the cranktase, is known as

A. cleaning
B. priming

49

C. scavenging
D. Detonation
Which of the following welding process uses non-consumable electrodes?
A. TIG welding
B. MIG weldinB
C. Manual arc welding

D. Submerged arc welding
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Notching is the operation of
A. cutting a sheet of metal in a straight line along the length
B. removal of metal to the desired shape from the edge of a plate

cutting a sheet of metal through part of its lenSth and then bending the cut portion
D. bendine a sheet of metal alonp a curved axis
Juice is preferable----cold drink.
C.

A. with
B. than

c.bv
D. To

We should produce more food grain--.......--.we will starve.
A. and
8. otherwise

though
D. Neither

C.

She isn't rich and he isn't rich.............

A. neither

nor
C. either
D. Or
B.

-----of

the students was punished.

A. Each
B. Every

C. Either
D. Neither

She-----ill for a month.
A. has been
B. being
C. was being

D. have been

How many squares are there in the adjacent figure:

A.8 8.9

f*. .lr.rl"t

t ave the same length but diameters 6 mrn and 8 mm respectively'
The weights of these two bars will be in the ratio of
A. 9: 16

ar."

b*t

8.6:8
C.V6:V8
D. data are Insufficient to determine
'',tt*ibed in a circle of radius 2 cm. Side of the square in cm is:
A sqrr*"'ts

A. V2
8.2,'!2
C. 4,tZ

D. 2V3
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a=(2+v3)/(2-v3) and b=(2-V3)/(2+V3) then the value of a + b is:

A. 8V3
B. 14

c. -8v3
D. -74
60

South is related to North-West in the same way as west is related to ...-.....
A. South - West
B. North - East

61

C. North

-West

D. North

-

South

An iron ball and a wooden ball of the same radius are released from a height H in vacuum.
lf the time taken to reach the ground for wooden ball is Tw and for iron ball is Ti then

which of the following statements is correct?

A.Tw=Ti
B.Tw>Ti
C.Tw<Ti
D. None of the above is correct

very reactive and kept in kerosene

6?

Which of the following
A. sodium
B. iodine
C. bromine
D. potassium

63

The amount of light entering in the eyes is controlled by the

is

A. pupil
B. iris
C.

cornea

D. eye lens

64

The wire having a green plastic covering is a
A. live wire

wire
C. earth wire
D. none of these
B. neutral

65

Consider the following treatment process units in a water treatment plant:
1. Coagulation 2. Disinfection 3. Sedimentation 4. Filtration

Which is the correct sequence of the process units in the water treatment plant?

A.2-4-3-r
8.1-4-3-2
c.2-3-4-t
D.7-3-4-2
66

Noise pollution is measured tn
A. hertz
B. fathoms
C. nanometers
D. decibels
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Acid rain is caused due to increase in concentration of
A. SO2 and NO2
B. CO and COz
C. SO2 and CO
D. ozone & dust
A block of wood floats in water with 2/3 of its volume submerged. lts relative density is

A.2/3
B. Ll3
c.312
D. 4/3
69

Which of the following diseases is caused by a virus?
A. Typhoid
B. Diptheria
C- lnfluenza
D. Cholera

70

The element with the highest ionization energy is
A. lithium
B. hydrogen
C. helium

7L

72

73

D. Neon
The atomic number of an element is determined by
A. the number of electrons in one atom
B. the number of neutrons in one atom
C. the number of protons in one atom
D. the valency of the element
lf the length of a wire is doubled and ats cross section is also doubled, then the electric
resistance of the wire will
A. increase two times
B. decrease two times
C. remain unchanged
D. increase eight times

Joule is related to Energy in the same way Pascal is related to:
A. Entropy
B. Pressure
C. Density
D. Reluctance

74

Light from the star, Alpha Centauri, which is nearest to the earth after the sun, reaclrcs the
earth in
A rl2 hours
B. 4.2 years
C. 42 years

t\

D. 420 years
One watt-hour is equivalent to
A. 6.3 x 103 J

8.6.3x107
c. 3.6 x 1or

J

J

D. 3.6 x 10-3

J
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C.v. Raman was awarded Nobel Prize for his work connected with which of the

-Sir
following phenomenon of radiation?
A. lnterference
B. Scattering
C. Diffraction

D. Polarization
77

ln which of the following media will sound travel the fastest?
A. Solid
B. Liquid
C. Gas
D. Vacuum

78

The main active constituent of coffee is
A. Nlcotine

7

B. Chlorophyll
C. Caffeine
D. Tannin

79

Which of the following acids is used in car batteries?
A. Nitric acid
B. Hydrochloric acid
C. Sulphuric acid

D. Carbonic acid

80

The ore of radium is:
A. Rutile
B. Haematite
C. Limestone
D. Pitchblende

the line that demarcates the boundary between

81

rn" ru..

82

A. lndia and Pakistan
B. India and Bangladesh
C. lndia, Myamar and China
D. lndia and Nepal
Every year the Human Rights Day is celebrated on

Mohan Line

is

A. October 2
B. November 19
C. December 10

D. October 24

83

Which of the following is a member of SMRC?
A. Bhutan
B.

Tibet

C. Myanmar

D. Malaysia

84

The headquarter of lnternational Court is situated in .-.......
A. New York
B. Hague
C. Geneva
D. Paris
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Bihu is a famous dance
A. Assam

of

B. Andhrapradesh

C. Karnataka
D. Sikkim

86

87

88

Which of the following oceans are connected by Panama Canal
A. Pacific and Atlantic
B. Atlantic and lndian Ocean
C. lndian Ocean and Pacific
D. Atlantic and North Ocean
The head quarter of the World Health Organization is located in
A. New York
B. Rome
C- London
D. Geneva
Which among the following is considered the highest motorable pass in the world
A. Chang La
B. Khadung La
C.

Taglang

La

D. Lachulung La

89

The planet with the shortest year is
A. Earth
B. Mercury
C. Mars

D. Pluto

90

The first artificial satellite was
A. Sputnik-l
B. Explorer-l

c. Aryabhatta
D. Voyager-l

91

When steam is passed over hot coke, it produces
A. Producer gas
B. Water gas
C. laughing gas

D. coal gas

92

World environment is
A. 28th February
B. sth August

5th June
D. 28th April

C.

93

When using solar energy, what

is

the element which absorbs sunlight

?

A. A sund ial
B. A solar collection bucket
A solar panel
D. A solar cooker
Which of the following can't be used to make solar cell

C.
94

A. silicon
B. platinum

gallium
D. germanium
C.
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One of the most important liquid propellants used in rocket is
A. liquid hydrogen
B. liquid ammonia
C. liquid

96

fluorine

The pressurized pipeline delivering water to the turbine used in run-of-the-river
hydropower schemes is called:
A. water regulator
B. intake canal

C. penstock

97

The component of hydropower project responsible for converting the rotational energy to

electrical energy is:
A. water conducting system
B. waterwheel

turbine pump
D. alternator
Busbar in a hydropower project scheme refers to:
A. an alternative path for the water to escape
B. an array of switches on the control panel
C. The €omponent of an electric turbine composed of solid bars (of usually copper or
aluminum) arranged in a circle and connected to continuous rings at each end.
D. the starting point of the electric transmission system
Cetane Number of a fuel refers to:
A. A measure of a fuel's (liquid) ease of self-ignition.
B. The applicability index of fuel for industrial use
C. The relative combustability as compared to unadulterated methane at 40 degrees
C.

98

99

1@

celcius
D. None of the above
Unburnt carbon particles are present in the
A. blue zone
B. dark inner zone
C. luminous zone
D. non-luminous zone
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